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ALFRED JUERGENS, born in Chicago; first studied at the Academy of Design, Chicago; studied under Wm. Dietz at the Royal Academy of Munich; member of Artists' Association of Germany and Munich Society of Painters; exhibitor in Munich, Glass Palace, Berlin, and other exhibitions; represented in the Munich Kunst-Verein.

For information regarding exhibits for sale, apply to Miss Willard at Desk. All payments for exhibits purchased must be made to the Secretary of the Art Institute.
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1. Garden in Pappenheim
2. Fisherman's Daughter
3. Winter in Munich
4. The Bottle Washers
5. An Old Mill in the Valley
6. Maiden from Holland
7. Communion
8. Church Interior
9. Counting the Meshes
10. A Comical Story
11. Garden in Dinkelsbuhl
12. The Angelus
13. Sunset after the Shower
14. Gathering Leaves
15. Evening Rehearsal
16. Flower Garden in Pappenheim
17. Morning Service
18. Roofs in Rothenburg
19. A Sudden Surprise
20. Storm in Bavaria
21. Fall in the Tauber Valley
22. A Water-Colorist
23. Street in Dinkelsbühl
24. Bavarian Peasant Girl
25. Cabbage Patch
26. The Old Alms-box
27. Gertie
28. Herrshing on the Ammer Sea
29. Interesting Story
30. Woman from Dort, Holland.
31. On the Maas
32. Interior in Franken
33. Street in Rothenburg
34. City Walls in Rothenburg
35. Morning in Rothenburg
36. Sunset at Knappe, Ill., on the Kankakee.